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Abstract
In this research project I explored the emerging landscape that web based and social media  
tools have provided for independent music producers as it relates to the production,  
promotion, and distribution of their work. After analyzing current literature, I examined the  
issues that exist in understanding the history, common practices and implications of emerging  
tools and strategies within the field.  I designed a project that mapped current innovations  
and trends in the field, including tools, platforms and effective approaches to communicating  
and engaging audiences. I conducted interviews with four case studies that represent various  
aspects of the independent music industry. After analyzing these cases and the information  
provided by the interviewees, I addressed the emerging themes across the data and identified  
successful strategies and approaches to utilizing social networking and web-based platforms  
for the promotion and distribution of their work.  This master's project will act as a guide for  
future independent music producers to understand the opportunities and strategies that the  
internet and social media provide for communicating and building sustainable communities.  
I concluded with a look at how Arts Administrators and Media Managers can adopt some of  
the same techniques and strategies to cultivate and engage committed constituents and  
patrons.
Key Words
Internet, Social Media, Music, Independent, Producer, New Media, Promotion, Distribution,  
social networking, web-based, patrons
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Chapter 1 | INTRODUCTION
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Problem Statement
With the advent and widespread adoption of the Internet came severe challenges for  
the music industry in the last decade.  As a result and because of cheaper technology allowing  
for accessible recording and production of digital music, there has been a dramatic increase in  
the amount of independently produced music in the market.  With the rise of the MP3 and  
increased pirating of music, traditional major record labels have struggled to hold on to their  
old business models. As the landscape evolved, the internet began offering a wide range of  
options for participating, collaborating, creating, and consuming media of all kinds (Wendel,  
2008, Easley et al).  Because of the flexibility and nimbleness of independent artists, they  
have begun taking advantage of these opportunities for the promotion and distribution of  
their music. 
As physical album sales dropped, the prohibitive nature of the major label industry  
began to become apparent.  In their book, The Future Of Music, David Kusek and Gerd 
Leonhard discuss how most major labels adhered to a system of releasing hundreds of albums  
a year in the hopes that one of them would sell enough to pay for the rest.  They were loosing  
money on the majority of the records they produced hoping to find one gem.  According to  
Kusek and Leonhard, all of the middlemen involved in that system ended up “bleeding the  
system dry” (Kusek and Leonhard, 2005, p. 126).
With the collapse of the traditional record label business model, independent  
producers were able to use the open and evolving platforms and tools that the internet and  
new media were providing them to cut out the middlemen and more directly connect with the  
listeners, fans, and consumers.  As such, some innovative and novel approaches to creating,  
promoting and distributing independent music have emerged and are continually evolving.  
There have been several studies, highlighted in my literature review, on the different  
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forms of collaboration, promotion or distribution of independent music through the web-
based tools.  However, many of these studies are out dated or do not significantly draw  
connections between approaches and applications that lead to successful general strategies for  
independent producers of all kinds. 
Through my research project I have evaluated the resources and existing data  
regarding new models of music promotion and distribution through the Internet. Combining  
that with specific case studies, I focused on the benefits that various tools can provide while  
trying to identify trends in audience engagement as they relate to Arts/Media management in  
general.  This study will act as a map and guide to promotion, communication, distribution  
and consumption of media, focusing on the role that the Internet has played in expanding new  
models and approaches. My research provides future independent producers a guide to  
currently successful strategies and themes that run throughout these new and innovative  
models.  
Several books, including The Future of Music, have been written describing a utopian 
view of what the decentralized “free” market of the Internet can and should provide artists  
and consumers.  Ranging from free and openly distributed music to user generated  
recommendation networks providing access to artists and their music, these tools offer unique  
options for independent artists producing and distributing their music on their own. 
Understanding the implications, opportunities and challenges that the Internet  
provides independent producers in the promotion and distribution of their work, as well as  
the connections it provides both the consumer and the producer, lead to the evaluation of an  
array of options with which to guide future cultural production.  My analysis and ultimate  
conclusions highlight innovative and creative solutions to difficult and challenging problems  
facing independent music producers and provide a valuable resource for the 21 st century 
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music maker. 
Conceptual Framework: 
With my conceptual framework I have identified several avenues where the internet is  
having a profound impact on the strategies and practices of producers of independent music.  
By researching these areas of focus and how they relate to one another and back to my initial  
research question, I was able to map the various avenues and approaches by which producers  
are taking advantage of the internet to innovate and capitalize on the benefits of an  
independent promotion and dissemination process. Appendix A displays the graphical 
framework by which I am organizing my research project and final conclusions.  The three 
main avenues of research are explored below through my detailed literature review.  One of  
the common threads that bind these conceptual bins, is the idea that for many independent  
producers, using the Internet offers a bridge between the physical world and the  
digital/virtual environments of their online networks. Whether through participation or  
through distribution, the perceived binary between the analog and digital often must be  
challenged to take advantage of the benefits that a balanced approach can provide. As a  
parallel axis, the emergent independent music environment, both online and offline, creates  
questions about the relationship and roles of the consumer and producer; where consumers  
are able to interact with producers or even participate in the direction of the music and its  
marketing.  There is a connection between these various areas of focus throughout all levels of  
the promotion and distribution process.  Of course, the opportunities and strategies vary  
depending on the scope of each project.  
To begin research on the emergent landscape that the Internet and online social media  
networks provide for independent music promotion and distribution, a thorough literature  
review was undertaken.  This process helped to define key terms, understand current issues,  
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and identify common themes present in the field. I will explore issues of community and  
investment as it occurs over the Internet; across geographic and temporal boundaries.  The  
evolution of social networks and media also provides opportunities to explore audience  
engagement and communication in virtual and physical environments that expand the notion  
of a traditional music 'scene'. Another significant development with the evolution of the web-
based social networks and crowd sourcing tools, is the prospect of new and exciting business  
models that independent artists are taking advantage of for the distribution of their work. I  
also examined the shifting roles of producer and consumer within the evolving independent  
music landscape at the beginning of the 21 st century.  Not only does identifying these themes  
help to address and define the current research problem, but it also forces a deeper look into  
tangential areas of study and research, such as independent publications and film production.  
This holistic perspective helped to interpret and condense the large and expanding field of  
study in question, while providing a frame through which to draw connections and identify  
trends for current independent producers and arts managers.
Purpose Statement 
After reviewing relevant research and understanding the historical and current  
landscape for music producers, it seems the major label paradigms are no longer viable for  
independent producers. Web-based and social media tools have provided an open platform  
for exploring new ways of creating, promoting, and disseminating music. With these new  
models and approaches to the promotion, distribution, and business practices of independent  
producers, there are a wide array of opportunities and strategies for maximizing the potential  
in these new platforms and tools. The purpose of this research project is to identify current  
strategies and emergent opportunities in the development, production, promotion and  
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distribution of independent music through web-based social networking tools and platforms.  
Those strategies and tools can provide valuable insight for Arts Administrators and Media  
Managers looking to utilize similar approaches for promoting and disseminating their work,  
projects, or organizations. 
Research Questions
As highlighted above, there are various conceptual frames within which this research project  
will venture.  However, it is important to outline the specific questions that will guide my  
research, interpretation, and analysis.  
Main Question:  
 How are independent producers successfully using the Internet and social  
networking tools in the promotion and distribution of their music and work?
Secondary questions helped to guide research into conceptual pillars and tie those findings  
back to my main question and line of inquiry.  
Secondary Questions:  
 How do independent producers successfully navigate between physical and the  
virtual environments or networks found on the Internet?
 What are some communications and messaging strategies employed across  
various social networking platforms?
 What social media and web-based participatory models are independent  
producers and artists successfully implementing?
 What new business models, harnessing the power of the internet, are current  
independent producers exploring?
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Methodological Paradigm
The nature of the current independent music landscape is such that it is constantly  
evolving as new trends and practices emerge.  As individual artists and producers begin  
experimenting with new models using the open and expanding tools at their disposal, new  
and innovative approaches will emerge.  In order to continue to be relevant and timely with  
this assessment, my methods had to be both fluid and adaptable.
As a “Bricoleur”, I have chosen to adopt a mixed methodology in conducting this  
research project (O'Leary, 2009).  The individual cases and subjective nature of new creation  
models and trends clearly situates itself within a qualitative realm of interpretation.  However,  
I expanded this research with an examination of existing data from previously conducted  
research that supported or directed my lines of inquiry.  This approach allowed for an in-
depth exploration of specific trends within the field while strengthening my findings with the  
support of quantitative information (O'Leary, 2009). 
While this method allowed me some flexibility in designing my research, I further  
articulated the parameters with which decisions about data selection and collection were  
made. Personally and professionally I have an interest in the future of independent music  
production and innovative emerging media tools, so I tried to be cognizant of that fact in  
interpreting and analyzing data.  I strived for a fair assessment and have highlighted trends  
and common practices that appear across all or most of my resources and findings to ensure  
that my biases did not  skew the results of this research. 
Research Approach
With the mixed and fluid methods I chose and the nature of the research itself, it  
seemed only natural that an evaluative research approach would be the most logical in  
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attempting to address the effectiveness of tools and strategies that I studied.  Understanding  
O'Leary's definition, I focused more specifically on the formative/process concepts as I was  
concerned with the reasoning behind choosing certain tactics and tools.  With a slant towards  
understanding the producer's perspective, this process allowed me to gain an inside  
knowledge of the motivations and intentions behind new promotion or distribution models as  
they relate to my research.  However, in keeping with the mixed approach to my methodology,  
I tried to take a larger perspective on general strategies that have wider implications for Arts  
Administrators and Media Managers. 
Strategy of Inquiry
The most appropriate strategies for partaking in research for this project revolve  
around understanding new and emergent models for promotion and distribution of  
independent music.  One clear way way of getting an in depth view was to examine case  
studies that exemplified or challenged the different conceptual themes I developed through  
my comprehensive literature review. This literature review is critical in understanding the  
greater picture of the independent music environment at this point in history. It certainly  
allowed me to identify trends and particular strategies that warranted a deeper examination. 
Once case studies were selected that examined the methods employed by independent  
producers, the platforms or tools they utilized, and the most effective communications  
strategies, I sought to gain the reasoning behind their decision making processes.  To  
maximize that data collection process, I sought out specific individuals that are leaders in the  
field. Once selected, I conducted semi-structured interviews in order to get a more personal  
perspective to my research questions. 
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Timeline
During the Summer of 2010 I began preliminary readings and research. By Fall of 2010  
I finished my proposal and began selecting case studies and participants.  I continued initial  
data collection through the Winter of 2011, conducting interviews in early Spring of 2011.  
Continuing, I began my analysis and completed my preliminary writing starting by May of  
2011. I then completed my final draft in June of 2011. 
Research Design Considerations
The selection of particular case studies and programs to highlight within my research  
depended on what I found in my preliminary reading and research phases. The preliminary  
literature review that I conducted needed to be expanded through personal narratives gleaned  
through an interview process. This process was important as it helped to highlight specific  
projects or platforms that I wanted to examine in my analysis.  These case studies were  
selected to provide both the specific real world examples of innovative entrepreneurial  
thinking, as well as the types of processes that have a much more general appeal and  
application in arts management. 
The term “independent” is defined in many ways, and I would like to discuss how I am  
approaching the use of that term and how my case studies fit into those categorizations.  
Overall, the way in which I am broadly defining independent music producers is any one artist  
or organization that does not have the support of a major record label or corporate entity.  The  
cases I chose to study portray the range of possibilities within that definition, from a very  
niche musician who is producing all of his work on his own, to an established independent  
record label with significantly more resources and support for their artists. The tools available  
to these artists and organizations are ultimately the same, but I wanted to highlight the  
opportunities and flexibility that independent production can provide with or without  
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significant resources to support their implementation. 
I understand that within every evaluative research approach and every subject selected  
for participation comes a set of vested interests and biases. It was important to understand  
those interests and biases and filter out responses that were given to sell a particular point of  
view.  Selections were made to limit those types of respondents and responses. I am a fan of 
the artists that I interviewed and thus there is an inherent bias in highlighting these cases.  
Being aware of these biases, I've attempted to highlight only relevant anecdotes and focus on  
objectively successful strategies that were employed to either further audience engagement or  
spread their product across various social networks. 
With the correct resources, I have been able to more fully understand the particulars of  
independent music promotion and distribution.  I tried to keep the process and decision  
making as emergent as possible and allowed it to develop as I become more involved and  
experienced with the material.  It certainly was a continual learning process and I embraced  
that process in order to fully engage with and take advantage of this immersive project. 
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Chapter 2 | Review of Literature
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Communication and Collaboration
Yochai Benkler in The Wealth Of Networks: How Social Production Transforms  
Markets and Freedom discusses how with the development of the Internet and the mass  
production of cheap computer processors our economy has shifted from one of manufacturing  
production to one of information production (Benkler, 2006).  The economy of the past  
century has been increasingly focused on the production of information, whether financial  
services, sciences, or cultural production, that moves away from material products towards  
intangible services. With the move towards a communications environment, we are providing  
an increasing role for non-market and decentralized patterns of production that Benkler  
refers to as the “Networked Information Economy” (Benkler, 2006, p. 3).  Benkler argues that  
this new economic system provides an opportunity to explore the democratic ideal of a free  
and open network to share and contribute to the collective intelligence of our society. 
Like with many forms of art, the production and distribution processes of music often  
begin and end with collaborations.  Whether it is a collaboration of artists or musicians, or  
whether it is between artists and consumers, the collaborative process has evolved with the  
advent of the Internet. With the rise of the Internet and new Web 2.0/3.0 tools, it is becoming  
easier to collaborate and communicate across spatial and temporal distances.  
Another aspect of the new economic and social landscape that has evolved with the rise  
of the Internet is the idea that Henry Jenkins, in his book Convergence Culture: Where Old  
and New Media Collide, terms 'participatory culture'.  “The term, participatory culture  
contrasts with older notions of passive media spectatorship. Rather than talking about media  
producers and consumers as occupying separate roles, we might see them as participants who  
interact with each other according to a new set of rules that none of us fully understands  
(Jenkins, 2006, Chapter 1, para. 8).”  These types of practices and interactions offer organic  
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means of discovery and information transfer between parties that historically have occupied  
very different spheres.  Understanding how this type of communication is processed is often  
refereed to as “convergence”, another quintessential Jenkins term, which he describes as “the  
flow of content across multiple media platforms, the cooperation between multiple media  
industries, and the migratory behavior of media audiences who will go almost anywhere in  
search of the kinds of entertainment experiences they want (Jenkins, 2006, Chapter 1, para.  
6).”
The rise of the Internet and social media has made the act of collaboration and  
production of music a dynamic and innovative environment.  Pauline Oliveres in Pauline  
Oliveres in the Arms of Reynolds: A Collaboration explores tools used in this evolving 
landscape for musicians working on an album. This dynamic environment allows producers to 
explore ways of working together that don't necessitate a direct face-to-face meeting or  
interaction, often times across various media.  In Oliveres' article, the author describes the  
process of an web-based musical collaboration in Argentina.  The writing phase between the  
artists in this band is done completely remotely.  These remote “jam” sessions are their sole  
performances and as such, they are then recorded and distributed over those same web-based  
communication channels (Oliveres, 2007).  This idea of internet collaboration begins to bring  
up questions about the enormous possibilities for international and global partnerships and  
interactions. This collaborative process also opens the door for further study of contemporary  
tools in facilitating similar participatory processes in production.
In Sergi Jorda's article Faust Music On Line: An Approach to Real-Time Collective  
Composition on the Internet , about a rendition of the opera Faust, the author explores tools  
and frameworks for real time collaborations over the Internet.  This piece highlights some  
intriguing and experimental tools and methods for collaboration including using e-mail and  
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chat services as well as custom built “games” for musical collaboration with strangers across  
the web.  Jorda begins to ask deeper questions about authority and authorship, in that as with  
sampling, the final piece is defined by the multiple influences and not necessarily by a  
definable path to authorship. Jorda explains “T he secret evolution of any piece may be hard to 
follow; but on the occasions when it is desired or encouraged, the resultant collective  
creations exhibit an artistic expressivity that comprises both the sum of all the participants’  
work and an expression of all the social interchanges that took place during this interactive  
process (Jorda, 1999, p. 8).”  The question of authorship comes up when discussing  
collaborations both in person and over the web. The increase of participatory cultural  
production explores fundamental ethical and theoretical dilemmas surrounding collaboration  
between consumer and producer and the many forms that takes over the Internet (Jorda,  
1999). 
The web 2.0/3.0 world creates opportunities for fluid, dynamic, and transparent  
connection between consumer and producer of content.  In “Does Chatter Matter? The Impact  
of User-Generated Content on Music Sales” , Authors Vasant Dhar  Elaine A. Chang explore  
the impacts that specific Web 2.0 and social networking applications have on music sales.  
This straightforward look at how user generated content can affect music sales is extremely  
important and relevant to independent artists who are trying to expand their sales as much as  
possible. The authors find a direct correlation between the number of blog posts or online  
mentions to how well an album or single sells.  They have identified a complex algorithm that  
determines the percentage of increased album sales after an increased number of blog posts.  
This specific quantitative data can be mined to effectively support the qualitative data I  
cultivated through my research. This pragmatic look at social media practices explores the  
shifting hierarchy in internet communications and the power that consumers have in a more  
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decentralized open environment that the Internet provides.
Understanding the possibilities and limitations of Web 2.0 applications and practices  
provides a wide representation of how the Internet has affected independent music  
distribution.  This specialized market conceptualization allows for a customized and flexible  
approach to generating a living for independent artists in the Internet era.  Collaboration,  
social networks, communication standards and new business models are all pieces that affect  
the production and distribution of independent music. Through these processes, combined  
with user generated/user driven applications the production and distribution of independent  
media is changing and being redefined.  However, with the wealth of information and data  
that bombard us every day, we must look at ways that music producers and consumers  
collaborate to break through the noise and rise above the crowd.  
David Kusek,  Gerd Leonhard, and Susan Gedutis Lindsay offer a utopian view of how  
technology and widespread adoption of internet tools will redefine the corporate music  
industry in their book The Future Of Music: Manifesto For The Digital Music Revolution . 
Though slightly biased in its construction, the following quote highlights a significant  
challenge to a predominately technophilic adoption of these tools without careful  
consideration to any consequences of these actions, “On the flip side of this tidal wave of cool  
technology, we are facing a unique situation. We have morphed from the politically motivated  
self-constraints of corporate media in the U.S. and the sluggishness of public broadcasting in  
Europe, to a violent blast of media and information coming at us 24/7/365...We will all have  
to learn how to deal with a fifteen-mile-long virtual buffet of media and data (Kusek,  
Leonhard, & Lindsay, 2005, p. 168).” This quote asks us to consider and address ways in  
which we contribute to and sift through the constant drone of completely unfettered  
communication via the Internet. 
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Scenes and Social Networks
In an article titled Sonic City: The Evolving Economic Geography of the Music  
Industry, Richard Florida and Scott Jackson  offer a review of the mainstream economic 
models of the music industry during the 1990s.  Part of those economies rely on physical  
locations that act as centers for activity surrounding the production and distribution of music.  
In the article the authors discuss the importance of the spatial context in creating independent  
music through collaboration.  “Furthermore, musicians show a tendency to concentrate in  
geographical creative centers referred to as “scenes” , says Florida. The “scene” concept is  
important in thinking about how to either recreate or re-imagine an online collaborative space  
as a tool through which to expand the physical (social) networks that artists cultivate, through  
touring and face to face interaction (Florida, Jackson, 2009). This article and the concept of  
“scenes” prompts further inquiry into how musicians leverage these physical spaces and  
networks into virtual environments.
Holy Kruse, in her book Site and Sound: Understanding Independent Music Scenes,  
describes local and regional independent music scenes in the 1980's and 90's. In the book she  
focuses on a few specific artists and music scenes such as Austin, Seattle, and Athens, Georgia,  
that highlight the spaces and people that make up the intangible notion of a scene.  These  
scenes are discussed as being rooted in place, a particular place that attracts and encourages a  
particular mindset or collective experience.  Kruse states that “Localities, as both geographic  
and social sites, do not exist in isolation: they are nodes in social and economic networks and  
derive meanings from their relationships with and to other localities...not merely bounded  
entities but also as 'articulated moments in networks of social relations and understanding.”  
Traditional models and methods of forming and growing a community of like minded  
individuals show a correlation between locality and personal histories related to specific  
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genres of music (Kruse, 2003, p. 114). Through shared personal histories rooted in place and  
intangible networks of engaged and invested fans and musicians, do these scenes and social  
networks develop. “Local scenes are places in relationship to each other through the  
circulation of music, knowledge, and style; and they are part of social and economic networks  
that both structure and are structured by this set of relations. (Kruse, 2003, p. 127)” These  
relations exist as a collective experience that helps populate the networks. It is important to  
explore how these scenes have evolved on the Internet and transform or evolve through online  
social networks. 
The concept of “scenes” and an historical analysis of the environments that support  
these physical networks establishes a framework through which to explore how online social  
networks develop, interact and ultimately create a community.  Gil Weinberg in  
Interconnected Musical Networks: Toward a Theoretical Framework  explores the 
foundation and evolution of what Kruse describes as a “scene”. In attempting to define the  
networks that musicians use when creating and distributing music, Weinberg describes the  
physical or traditional networks for exchanging information and collaborating.  He describes  
the four main innovations that have helped to develop interdependent musical projects and  
collaborations, The Server, Bridge, Shaper, and Construction Kit approaches. The Server  
approach is where information is sent back and forth to participants but does not take  
advantage of opportunities to communicate between participants. The Bridge refers to the  
technical facilitation of multiple participants to hear and play simultaneously with each other,  
but does not attempt to enhance participation in any way.  The Shaper model is where the  
network or computer becomes an active participant by algorithmically producing music to  
contribute. The Construction Kit approach is where multiple composers can add their music,  
reorganize and manipulate their own contributions and those of others.  By grasping the  
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underlying issues of interdependence and the benefits of a connected network, one begins to  
see the value in creating and maintaing a strong social network both in the physical world and  
on the Internet. Weinberg's study extends his research into models of collaboration using the  
Internet and again provides the methods, tools, and motivations that can be used as a  
framework for future independent distribution on the Web (Weinberg, 2005). 
Andrew Mall takes this idea one step further in describing the communities
surrounding independent music. In his article, “What Would the Community Think:
Communal Values in Independent Music”, Mall provides a look at how artists authentically
create active communities around their music (2006). Through several transcribed  
encounters with music participants, the author explains how seemingly innocuous  
conversations one has in a bar, can act to strengthen and expand the community or network  
surrounding an independent music artist.  The progression of those communities into the  
virtual world is examined in how those conversations provide support and publicity for the  
independent artists. Exploring tools like independent artist websites and online social  
networks, he explains that an artist's online presence might be more powerful than if they had  
gone with a more traditional method of information distribution because consumers feel like  
they have a direct connection with the artist.  Mall concludes that independent music  
consumers and producers appreciate the values of connoisseurship, the DIY aesthetic, social  
networks, and active participation of non-musicians in an authentic music community. By  
explicitly describing those values, one would be able to glean a good amount of information as  
to how to give voice to an artist's communications through web-based social networking tools  
(Mall, 2006).  This piece really hits at the heart of the question about social networks and the  
importance of cultivating a strong physical community while elaborating and exploiting the  
benefits of virtual networks.  
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Dissemination and Compensation
Kusek, et al, wrote about the role of the internet in the distribution of music, the rise of  
the mp3, and explored the unique position that an independent or “indie” musician can play  
in this evolving landscape (Kusek and Leonhard, 2005).  Over the past decade and a half there  
has been a significant shift in traditional models for production and distribution throughout  
the music industry, specifically with the consolidation and dismantling of the corporate driven  
“major label” system. The major labels, with their vast resources,  would produce fifty  
different albums at a loss in the hopes that one of those albums would end up finding success  
enough to pay for all of the rest. Traditionally, independent artists have been more flexible  
than their counter parts in a major label; where higher costs feed an expansive production and  
distribution channel. The same can still be said today, however with the disappearance of  
potential major label support for many of these artists, they must take a more active role in  
the direction of their careers. The independent producer, in this converging media landscape,  
is forced to take on much more administrative responsibilities in the dissemination of their  
work.
Kruse details the traditional dissemination models and practices for independent music  
producers of the 1980's and 90's, including radio, videos, retail, and live performances. These  
forms of dissemination practices, which were modeled on the major label system and widely  
accepted as common practice, did not provide independent producers much room for freedom  
in how they distributed their music. Though there were plenty of ways of creatively employing  
these tools, cost became a significant factor in limiting the exposure of independent artists  
without support. 
As Bruce Horner and Thomas Swiss wrote about in the book, Key terms in popular  
music and culture, college radio stations played a large part in how audiences found out about  
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local, regional, and national independent artists that were not part of the corporate  
distribution system. Today, internet radio, like Pandora and Last.Fm, have largely replaced  
this model as an alternative to commercially broadcasted radio. Not only do these stations  
provide an expanded listening base, but they incorporate user generated preferences and  
recommendations in their programming, enabling the consumer to control and curate their  
own personalized music stream (Horner and Swiss, 1999). 
The emergence of MTV and the short form music video played an important role in  
getting independent artists seen on a national scale in the 80's and 90's, beginning to expand  
the scope of the music's influence.   However, this was a highly political and monetarily  
influenced process that often left independently produced videos only getting air play during  
late night rotations on MTV (Kruse, 2003).  Ultimately, it proved to be rather cost prohibitive  
for independent artists to compete with major label backed producers for air play. However,  
the consolidation of mainstream media has shifted the dissemination channels for these type  
of music videos. Online video uploading sites like YouTube have  enabled anyone to generate  
content and share it across their network.  The advent of less costly and more compact video  
equipment has driven the cost down on video production for independent artists and  
consumers alike, using these online tools, independent producers are able to make and  
distribute these videos to a wider audience allowing that same consumer group to spread the  
product across their own networks (Jenkins, 2006). 
Traditional retail outlets, specifically independent record stores, provided independent  
producers a viable outlet for the sale of their products through much of the twentieth century.  
Kruse argues that they were not only points of sale, but “social interaction zones”, where  
people could come get recommendations, advice, and exchange general knowledge about  
specific independent music scenes and artists.  With the consolidation of big chain music  
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retailers and the eventual buy out of many of the nations independent record stores,  
combined with the decrease in sales of physical albums with the rise of the MP3, many of  
these central information and retail hubs disappeared (Kusek and Leonhard, 2005).  This is  
one outlet that does not have a good direct digital representation that fulfills many of the same  
needs for consumers and producers alike.  Many different digital distributors have emerged  
including Apple's iTunes network, yet none fully embrace the the multi-faceted nature of these  
“social interaction zones”.  Consumers must navigate between several online tools and social  
networking sites that meet these varied needs including sites that provide artist  
recommendations according to your documented likes and dislikes, as well as websites that  
provide forums for participation and interaction between consumers and fans.
Live performances continue to be the avenue in which independent music artists make  
the majority of their revenue.  The social and communal act of witnessing a live music  
performance is still a very real and powerful experience that draws music consumers and fans  
out to support the artists, socially and financially (Kruse, 2003).  The internet has enabled  
independent artists to book shows, sell tickets, and update fans about their tours and live  
performances.  Consumers are able to participate and interact with each other to give reviews  
about shows and exchange recordings of the live performances via a multitude of Websites  
and tools. 
The rapid increase in technological power and the decrease in cost for many of these  
tools has compounded the convergence of media production for independent producers.  
Producers are able to record music, make videos, submit their music to internet radio, and  
distribute their media products to consumers all on their own, bypassing many of the barriers  
that a traditional physically-based industry constructed, allowing independent producers to  
connect directly with engaged consumers (Kusek and Leonhard, 2005). 
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Its hard to imagine how independent artists actively use the traditional tools and  
models of the 80s and 90s as a viable means of dissemination and compensation in the age of  
the internet.  However there are comparable tools and practices today that are the evolution of  
these traditional models, but expanded on a global scale.  Jenkins, in describing independent  
television distribution says “One can imagine independent media producers using downloads  
as a way of distributing content that would never make it onto commercial television.  And, of  
course, once you distribute via the Web, television instantly becomes global, paving the way  
for international producers to sell their content directly to American consumers (Jenkins,  
2006, Chapter 8, para. 35 ).”  This model can be seen in the way that niche independent  
producers distribute their content to similarly like-minded consumers across the globe  
expanding the traditional place-based independent music scenes while building on the direct  
interaction and participation between consumer and producer. 
In “Broadcasting in Online Social Networks: An Empirical Study of Music Sales and  
Artists’ Activities”, Hailiang Chen, Prabuddha De, and Yu Jeffrey Hu conduct a data rich  
analysis of how music sales on Amazon.com are affected by the frequency and type of content  
delivered by artists on Myspace (2009).  Though Myspace is not as relevant today as when  
this study was conducted, it still is a viable tool for dissemination of music and news from  
independent artists.  The study's results show that “recent activity” posts, like status updates,  
were more effective than general blog posts in prompting high album sales through Amazon.  
Through concrete data, the authors show the relationship between increased activity and  
increased music sales.
Sanjeev Dewan and Jui Ramaprasad in a student authored paper entitled “ Impact of 
Blogging on Music Sales: The Long Tail Effect”, study the usage patterns of blog posts, music  
sample downloads, and album sales (2007). The research finds that blog readers are far more  
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likely than the overall music purchasing population to buy music that was suggested by blogs  
that they respect.  The authors also find that when music is available to sample on a blog post,  
readers who sample that material are more likely to purchase the music. As detailed in the  
article, Dewan and Ramaprasad explain how blogs cater to a different audience from the  
mainstream music audience, though they have a stronger influence on music purchasing for  
this non-mainstream audience. This article highlights how peer recommendation and online  
“Word Of Mouth” do in fact have a positive impact on music sales. 
In his master's thesis, “New Potentials for “Independent” Music: Social Networks, Old  
and New, and the Ongoing Struggles to Reshape the Music Industry”,  from the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology, Evan Wendel describes a case study about the 2007 Radiohead  
album, In Rainbows.  After many years on a large major label, the band decided to release  
their new album independently, experimenting with innovative forms of payment and  
compensation.  There are varying reports as to the effectiveness and success of this  
experiment, but it surely proved that mainstream artists could break free of traditional  
distribution methods and experiment with new forms of independent distribution and  
compensation (Wendel, 2008).  
In “The Internet is Changing the Music Industry”,  Calvin Lam and Bernard Tan explore 
the shift in traditional distribution paradigms as it pertains to the music industry as a whole.  
Over the last decade or two the role of traditional distribution channels has dramatically  
shifted.  The authors attempt to comment on new and coming best practices and industry  
standards for distribution using the Internet.  The article focuses heavily on online retailers as  
an example. Though somewhat out of date by now, the article is important in understanding  
where the historical shift towards mp3's and away from full album purchases began. By  
breaking open the traditional model, which according to Lam and Tan, was guarded by large  
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corporate interests, the competition within the industry is expanding and consumers are given  
more freedoms in getting their music (Lam and Tam, 2001). 
Of course when discussing the Internet as a distribution tool, we must explore the  
world revolving around the MP3.  Steve Jones and Amanda Lenhart in their article “Music  
Downloading and Listening: Findings from the Pew Internet and American Life Project,  
Popular Music and Society”, use Pew Internet research to investigate the trends in music  
downloading and listening. Jones and Lenhart were able to highlight the importance of this  
medium and the means through which it has transformed the way we consume music.  
Specifically, the historical background of MP3 technology, the emergence of file sharing sites  
like Napster, and the widespread adoption of MP3 players.  Without truly researching the  
history and implications of the MP3 as a medium, future research would be lacking an  
essential ingredient to understanding the complexities of web-based distribution of music  
(Jones and Lenhart, 2004). 
Roman Hoegg, Robert Martignoni, Miriam Meckel, Katarina Stanoevska-Slabeva, in  
their piece entitled “Overview of Business Models For Web 2.0 Communities” , attempt to 
work Web 2.0 communities into business models (2005). Web 2.0 communities are an  
extremely important tool in the promotion of music through the web-based means.  
Understanding the affects of specific business models in this environment expands on the idea  
of building strong communities and networks around a music scene, whether virtually or  
physically.  Hoegg et al discuss how to exploit these networks for financial gain, where  
producers can profit from sustained dialogue with their consumers using social media tools.  
Hoegg et al, commented on various tools, practices, and products that would ultimately take  
advantage of the participatory and evolving nature of Web 2.0 communities. Though not  
specifically focused on the music industry, the article provides numerous charts and graphs  
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that help to show the relationship between business development and various Web 2.0  
applications(Hoegg et al, 2005).
Jenkins and others explore the ways that audiences and consumers interact with and  
participate in the dissemination of media that they like.  He draws the distinction between  
interactivity and participation in the following quotes: “Interactivity refers to the ways that  
new technologies have been designed to be more responsive to consumer feedback. One can  
imagine differing degrees of interactivity enabled by different communication  
technologies...The constraints on interactivity are technological (Jenkins, 2006, Chapter 4,  
para. 8).” He goes on to explain how “Participation, on the other hand, is shaped by the  
cultural and social protocols. Participation is more open-ended, less under the control of  
media producers and more under the control of media consumers (Jenkins, 2006, Chapter 4,  
para. 9).” This highlights how media producers should use technological opportunities for  
interactivity while allowing for participation which is less controlled by their own wishes and  
driven primarily by consumers.
Its important to discuss how the Internet has enabled opportunities for interacting with  
media content while simultaneously offering unexpected ways of participation with and  
relation to that content, its consumers and producers.  Jenkins points to this change when he  
said, “Allowing consumers to interact with media under controlled circumstances is one thing;  
allowing them to participate in the production and distribution of cultural goods- on their  
own terms – is something else all together. (Jenkins, 2006, Chapter 4, para. 10)”  The  
development of crowd-sourced and funded technologies that allow for the interaction between  
consumers and producers has provided a more participatory engagement with the content  
and its compensation and distribution. 
Yochai Benkler in describing cultural production in the twenty first century highlights  
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how networks allow for a more participatory and engaging culture. “The networked  
information economy makes it possible to reshape both the 'who' and the 'how' of cultural  
production relative to cultural production in the twentieth century...It makes culture more  
transparent to its inhabitants. It makes the process of cultural production more participatory,  
in the sense that more of those who live within a culture can actively participate in its  
creation...Through these twin characteristics – transparency and participation – the  
networked information economy also creates greater space for critical evaluation of cultural  
materials and tools. The practice of producing culture makes us all more sophisticated  
readers, viewers, and listeners as well as more engaged makers (Benkler, 2006, p. 293)”  
Benkler challenges that the opportunities for consumers to become participants in the  
production of culture, produce a more engaged and critical consumer.  Exploring tools that  
allow for more informed and discerning consumers helps to break through the information  
overload, find and promote more focused media interests, and develop more expansive  
dissemination networks. The tools that incorporate participatory practices in music  
recommendation, funding, and engagement provide a more transparent and discerning  
environment for independent music producers (Benkler, 2006).
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Chapter 3 | Case Studies
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BLUE SCHOLARS
History/Background
Blue Scholars is an independent hip hop duo based out of Seattle, Washington.  The  
duo was formed in 2002 when producer/DJ Sabzi (Alexei Saba Mohajerjasbi) and MC  
Geologic (George Quibuyen; also known as Prometheus Brown) met while attending the  
University of Washington.  The duo began to produce music together and released their first  
full length album, self-titled 2004 release, Blue Scholars. Coming from community organizing 
roots, their music and extra curricular activities address themes ranging from social and  
economic injustice, support for the Filipino and Asian communities and a love for their city.  
Subsequent releases include 2007's Bayani, and several shorter EPs that lead to over 400 live  
performances alongside some of the most popular names in hip hop.  They've headlined their  
own tours, played large regional festivals and have even performed at labor organizing  
conferences and youth-run community centers.  
Approach
The Blue Scholars have consistently utilized internet tools in the promotion and  
distribution of their music since the inception of their career.  After forming in 2002 and  
releasing their first self titled album in 2004, the duo began to use Myspace as a tool to reach  
out to fans, post their music, and connect with other artists. They built an html website on  
their own and began experimenting with “pre-blogs” and web journal platforms like Live  
Journals to write about their music and give voice to their ideas. 
Geologic describes the process of adopting new platforms as organic and experimental.  
The Blue Scholars would follow the trends and try emergent social platforms or networks in  
an attempt to stay current and connected with their listeners.  This process was informed not  
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only by actively engaging with these tools as individuals but also by being fans of music and  
other artists.  Adopting and adapting the tools and strategies that worked for others shaped  
into an evolving approach to utilizing the Internet and social media tools for promotion. 
Today, that strategy has evolved to include the use of a fully fledged WordPress driven  
website, blog, Facebook page, Twitter account, Tumblr page, and YouTube channel.  Their  
approach marked by a balanced trial-and-error experimentation is held together by a  
consistent voice and the facilitation of dialogue with fans.  Utilizing their website as an  
informational hub, the other social networking platforms and tools act as a means to engage  
fans with content and ultimately provide opportunities to further explore the group and their  
projects.  
The Blue Scholars' strategy towards incorporating these tools into their  
communications is highly fluid and often changes from week to week. Only a few years ago  
their primary source of connection with their fans was a frequently updated blog where users  
could subscribe to an RSS feed.  Now, they've seen that outlet is being eclipsed by Facebook,  
Twitter, and Tumblr.  Geologic has noticed that the more content they can provide to  
followers with the least amount of work on the user's part seems to be the most effective.  
Utilizing Facebook's platform to embed music, images, or videos creates many more  
impressions of that media than if you required the user to click on a link to a 3 rd party website. 
Their approach to creating media is informed by a desire to create quality content that  
is relevant and interesting to their fans.  This content has included live video streams from  
studio sessions, behind-the-scenes videos and photos, tour updates and photos, as well as free  
music downloads.  There is a desire to balance artistic presentation and informative engaging  
content. That balanced approach carries to the extent of their involvement in online  
networking as opposed to honing their craft as musicians and performers.  Geo spoke to the  
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importance of having a “tight” live performance for people to want to share and advocate for  
the group through their own networks. 
Their engagement of fans centers around an authentic mix of promotion and dialogue.  
A recent example of this is when the group was designing a new logo for merchandise, they  
uploaded the different design proofs on their Facebook page asking fans to pick their favorite  
one, the design with the most votes would be the selected design and printed on their  
merchandise for sale. This highlights their approach to listening to fans opinions and giving  
them what they want.  This not only ensures that the merchandise will sell more units, but  
that fans feel invested and have a sense of ownership in the groups actions.  
Applications
The group has attempted to experiment with distribution and compensation models in  
the past.  As a result of the timing of their formation as a group, the duo had little option but  
to conform to distribution methods developed for major labels with tons of money to spend.  
These methods primarily focused around producing a physical album in the form of a CD that  
was released nationally through the independent distributors of a major record label.  Those  
CDs were then distributed to large and small retailers across the country from mom and pop  
stores to big box stores like Best Buy.  Often times the group would see little return from that  
distribution channel without expressed investment in a national promotional campaign. 
After the release of their second album Bayani, they began to notice a “tide shift” away  
from what was a viable economic model of independent distribution. From there, they began  
to look at new ways of engaging with audiences and releasing their work to their fans. After  
years of struggling to find a record deal that would satisfy their need for complete creative  
freedom and control, the group experimented with different distribution models. One such  
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model was working out a low-interest loan from a prominent seattle coffee company, Cafe  
Vita, that would cover the cost of production and recording while hiring Duck Down Records  
to do distribution and promotion for their EP, OOF!.
Most recently the Blue Scholars decided to forgo many of the traditional models of  
distribution to print and distribute their latest album on their own.  This involved declining to  
pursue a wide retail distribution effort, instead choosing to distribute the album directly to  
their fans and small independent retailers that showed an interest in selling the album.  This  
process was envisioned as an extensive pre-sale of the album that would pay for the printing  
and shipping of the first run of CDs.  After contemplating several models for achieving this  
goal and having followed or contributed to other Kickstarter projects, the group decided to  
create their own Kickstarter campaign that would allow them to “sign directly to the people”  
as opposed to accruing a large amount of debt to press the new album. 
Geologic describes the Kickstarter campaign as an experiment in “word of mouth”  
marketing. With only a “gentle” push from the group through their online channels and no  
outside promotional efforts through publicists or blogs, the group was able to more than  
double their goal of $25,000 in only 45 days.  The approach to this campaign was to look at  
the fans not just as consumers but as investors, offering a variety of tangible incentives that  
would inspire donations and investments. Relying on a  base of dedicated supporters and long  
time collaborators to act as their “1 st line of ambassadors” or “field generals” the campaign  
spread by word of mouth and social networks to the point where over 2,000 highly dedicated  
supporters gave over $65,000 towards the release of their new album Cinemetropolis. 
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HEARTH MUSIC
History/Background
Hearth Music is an independent, grassroots artist promotion agency focused on  
promoting independent Roots, Americana, and World music.  As an agency they provide  
online and offline publicity, graphic design services, and artist career consultation for Folk  
and Roots musicians looking to expand their audiences.  Hearth Music was founded in 2009  
by Devon Leger with the idea that he could help artists if they were able to “move fast, think  
quickly, and adapt to new technologies”.  This model was one that consolidated most aspects  
of the music industry, from promotion, design, and distribution, in one agency that took  
advantage of new technologies and tools to provide all of those same functions in a less  
expensive, more effective and sustainable manner. 
Devon Leger worked for many years at the Northwest Folklife Festival as a booker and  
promoter for the festival and artists.  He spent years investigating and experimenting with  
new tools and platforms to determine new and interesting ways to leverage those resources to  
circumvent the collapsing music industry models. 
Approach
Hearth Music and Legers' approach is one that identifies the music producers as  
content providers and the consumers as patrons and investors.  They leverage the unique  
strengths of specific social network platforms and web-based tools enabling a more engaged  
connection between producer and consumer.  Having utilized Myspace heavily for discovering  
new artists and connecting directly to them and their work, Leger realizes the unique potential  
that the Internet offers independent artists that did not exist 10 years ago.  Today Hearth  
Music employs a WordPress enabled website, active blog, Facebook, Twitter, and Bandcamp  
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as successful models for independent artist promotion. 
Leger describes the internet as the “wild west” where ethics, standards of practice, and  
strategies are still being explored and developed. “It's like the wild wild west, there are no laws  
out there.  Everything on the internet is too new to have many laws, if any laws (personal  
communication, April 2011).” More engaged consumers will seek out an artist and want to  
know more about their work and want to be offered new ways of being more involved and  
invested.  Leger also suggest that artists balance real world and tangible offerings with  
authentic connections via online communications platforms. 
A successful way in which Hearth Music uses different platforms is creating different  
voices or “personas” for each platform.  On Twitter they may be more relaxed, edgy and  
snarky, where Facebook is slightly more professional or conversational in tone.  Their website  
and blog are the main informational hub for what they do and that still adheres to a very  
professional tone and writing style as the main public image of the organization, while the  
other platforms help engage users and draw them to the website for more information. These  
different voices also help to diversify their communications. Leger suggests that at most 50  
percent of the posts on Twitter should be self promotional, the rest should be about  
promoting other interesting projects that inspire, prompting dialogue with questions, and  
responding to questions and comments.  He suggests not being afraid to ask for help or ask  
your fans opinions, offering different levels of engagement for the people who want to be more  
actively involved. 
Leger recommends that artists view the process “like a pinball” where consumers have  
many different connection points that multiply their experiences with the content.  “You don't  
want the one step they take into your world to be the only step they take into your world, they  
have to keep walking in, they have to keep seeing stuff they want to check out in your world  
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(Leger, personal communication, April 2011).”  He explains that you can't just have an online  
presence, you need to provide them an avenue to come out and meet you. The same is true in  
the opposite sense, if you have a network of people that comes to shows, you should be able to  
provide them a way to continue engaging online, so that they share their enthusiasm and  
continue supporting your future endeavors. He also addresses the importance of utilizing  
these tools to build and serve artists' communities. 
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CHRIS SCHLARB
History/Background
Chris Schlarb is an experimental producer, composer and musician based out of Long Beach,  
California. Schlarb founded and managed a record label focusing on Experimental, Jazz, and  
Electronic music called Sounds Are Active.  As a musician he has released two solo albums  
and collaborated with a wide range of musicians including Sufjan Stevens, Nels Cline, and  
Daedelaus. His latest album featured a 29-musician ensemble and blurred genres from Jazz to  
Chamber Music.  As a composer, Schlarb has worked to create and define moods and spaces  
including in the critically acclaimed 2011 independent video game, NightSky. 
Approach
Schlarb has a unique perspective towards his use of the Internet and social media tools  
for promotion and distribution.  He appreciates and understands the place and value of  
various social networking platforms but does not actively promote his endeavors, rather, he  
uses these tools to continue building direct connections with a small group of invested fans.  
Utilizing each tool to his advantage, Schlarb employs a WordPress enabled website and blog,  
Facebook and Twitter accounts, Soundcloud for audio streaming and Vimeo for videos, as well  
as a Bandcamp page for his latest album, Psychic Temple. 
As an artist that defies conventional categorization he appeals to a much more niche  
audience.  As such, he is able to make direct often personal connections with his fans. Schlarb  
approaches his communication strategy as a user or fan, thinking about what promotional  
methods would feel inauthentic from a fans perspective. Schlarb is admittedly sensitive to  
direct promotional messages through his social networks and is often reluctant to self  
promote projects or initiatives.  Instead he occasionally provides media content through these  
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tools, allowing for eager fans to discover and share the content on their own.  He essentially  
allows people to become as engaged as they want to be with out him “telling them what to do  
all the time (Schlarb, personal communication, April 2011).”  He believes people who are the  
most enthusiastic or interested in finding out more will then seek him out. 
Schlarb uses his website as a central information center where people can come to find  
out all the detailed information they are seeking, including music and video samples and  
performance information.  He then uses Twitter and Facebook to communicate and dialogue  
with his fans, often times automatically syndicating his tweets to Facebook   He limits his self  
promotional postings on social networks to 20% of his messages or communications.  Weary  
of proliferating a one-way communication stream of constantly asking his fans to give and do  
things, he promotes building a sustainable relationship where he is consistently giving  
something in return, often free music or videos.   Though wanting to provide a consistent  
voice, he is frequently aware of being too repetitive in his posting habits.  He wants to keep  
things interesting to both he and his fans by providing engaging and fresh content. 
Schlarb is most often solicited for work through e-mail or one of his online social  
networks.  Its through this process that he understands and appreciates the value of these  
tools. “If I didn't have my own website and my work up online, I don't know how much work  
I'd be getting. It's definitely a lifeline, and it helps not be limited to geographic region to work  
on a project. (Schlarb, personal communication, April 2011)”  Schlarb discussed how he  
experiments with different tools and platforms to see what works, if one doesn't seem to be  
used much then he will stop using it. As an independent artist he explains that if he can't  
maintain the page or keep things current, then he will get rid of the account.  
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Applications
Schlarb has released two albums under his own name, often collaborating with many  
different artists to develop the unique sound he is after.  For both albums he has partnered  
with the Asthmatic Kitty record label to produce and distribute his work.  Owning his own  
home studio and having experience as a producer and engineer, Schlarb often handles most of  
that work on his own without having to hire outside talent or rent out a studio for those  
purposes.  For his last album, Asthmatic Kitty helped cover the cost to hire the many  
musicians who collaborated with Schlarb on his record. They also provided some design  
services and promotional support for the CD and Digital release of the album through their  
already established network.  This partnership allowed Schlarb to incur very little debt to  
Asthmatic Kitty and build off their network in cultivating a stronger community. 
Wanting to release the album as a high quality vinyl record, he knew there would be  
significant up front costs in the pressing, printing, and shipping of the records. He decided to  
leverage his significant network and mailing lists cultivated over years of experience to  
conduct a pre-sale that would help to pay for the whole initial pressing.  Investigating several  
successful approaches to Kickstarter, Schlarb set about creating an extensive list of incentives  
for the different pledge levels of his campaign that included, a copy of the album, limited  
edition silk screen posters and hand written sheet music for the higher donation levels. He  
even went as far as to write a hand written thank you note to almost everyone who pledged  
during the campaign which lasted only 30 days and exceeded his goal by several hundred  
dollars. His successful Kickstarter campaign allowed him to realize the full vision for his work  
while providing his most enthusiastic and invested fans a unique and personal experience  
with his art. 
Schlarb says that he would not use Kickstarter for every project, as it runs the risk of  
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over extending his loyal patrons. If he constantly is tapping the same people for every project  
then “the well will run dry”.  He respects these tools for their innovative applications in selling  
and distributing his work and views them all as one more opportunity to build a community  
and continue creating his art. 
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RHYMESAYERS ENTERTAINMENT
History/Background
Rhymesayers Entertainment is an independent record label with a large roster and  
wide sphere of influence specializing in independent hip hop music.  The small staff of six  
oversees the production, promotion and distribution of over 20 artists that represent some of  
the biggest names in the independent hip hop field, including Atmosphere, Brother Ali, and  
Blueprint.  Based out of Minneapolis, Minnesota the label has amassed a reputation over the  
last 16 years as one of the leaders in the national independent music scene.  
The label opened its own record store in 1999 and it quickly became a physical hub for  
the vibrant independent music scene in the Twin Cities.  Building off of the spirited and  
engaged regional music scene and years of extensive touring, the artists on RE's roster have  
built an expanding network of listeners, fans, and patrons. The label signed a promotion and  
distribution deal with Warner Music Group's Independent Label Group.  Jake Schaefer,  
Director of Marketing and Promotions for Rhymesayers has leveraged that vast network  
through traditional promotional methods and an established extensive online presence. 
Approach
Rhymesayers Entertainment is a unique case in that they represent a hybrid model in  
distribution and much of the work of the promotion is not handled by the artists themselves.  
As an independent label with a small staff they are still taking advantage of many of the same  
tools and platforms available, while being responsible for managing many artists'  
communication strategies.  Analyzing their approach to these tools and the strategies they  
employ is valuable to examine what can be accomplished with little support and resources. 
The label utilizes a range of popular tools and platforms both to promote the label and  
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individual artists.  Rhymesayers operates a website and blog that act as the informational hub  
for the label, a Facebook page, Twitter, Soundcloud, YouTube, and Bandcamp accounts.  The  
label also manages individual artist Facebook pages and Twitter accounts to manage over all  
communication strategies across all of their platforms. Appreciating the importance of an  
authentic voice, each artist is able to control their own accounts, though some choose not to  
be as involved.  The most freedom appears to be through Twitter in which artists have shown  
the most autonomy. 
Schaefer spoke with me about the different strategies they employ when leveraging the  
strengths of each tool while understanding the usage patterns of fans and followers.  First, he  
explains how they try to avoid constantly selling something or feeling like sales people. Having  
a balance of promotional content with behind-the-scenes engaging media prompts is  
important to this strategy. Their website acts as a comprehensive informational hub where  
interested consumers can go and get all of the news, tour and album information for the  
artists on the label, as well as a place to purchase music and merchandise. Their YouTube and  
Soundcloud accounts act as homes for posting their media content, including music videos  
and streaming audio.  Their Facebook, Twitter, and social network accounts are then tools to  
encourage dialogue, post media, and engage their community of fans. 
Schaefer has noticed that the Twitter followers are more mobile, often accessing their  
feeds on mobile devices.  Understanding this, he uses this tool for quick and simple  
information updates, like tour updates and responding to followers.  He strays away from  
linking to media within twitter as not many people are able or willing to link out to third party  
media sites on their mobile devices.  There tends to be a good amount of back and forth,  
including responding to @ mentions and questions.  Their voice is often more lighthearted  
and colloquial on Twitter. 
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Facebook has evolved to be the main promotional tool for the label. RE has found that  
Facebook's unique functions give the label the most options for starting conversations and  
sharing media. Being able to embed media directly into the user's Facebook feed has worked  
well for Rhymesayers in that followers don't need to leave the site to watch and share videos  
with their own networks. Often times the simple act of posting content initiates a steady  
stream of comments and encourages a conversation amongst the followers and the label or  
artists. 
Rhymesayers realizes the potential of providing quality media content to its fans.  
Schaefer has noticed that fans have increasingly shortened attention spans and want content  
that requires little work on their own part.  Often times short video updates or special tour  
footage is much more effective then text-heavy posts.  They often create promotional videos  
that don't serve much more purpose than to entertain and build a buzz or excitement around  
an upcoming album or tour. This includes the Dr. Borka series which depicts the group  
Atmosphere visiting a group therapist and participating in team building exercises. This series  
aimed to promote the new Atmosphere album, The Family Sign, and emphasized the family 
relationship and dynamic within the group. 
Extensive touring has helped the label and its artists build a strong physical network  
and community around their music.  They have gone to great lengths to continue to develop  
that direct physical connection with their fans while encouraging that connection and  
engagement be translated online.  Before almost every show, MC Slug of Atmosphere tries to  
shake hands and meet all of the people in line, providing fans with one-on-one interaction  
with their favorite artist. They often encourage concert goers to take photos at shows and post  
them to the label's Facebook page, tagging the artist or label.  Rhymesayers will also create  
individual Facebook events for concerts, sending out invites to the show through those  
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networks. These practices help to create an emotional investment from the fans into what the  
label and artists are doing, while inviting them to continue that engagement online. 
Leveraging this sense of community has allowed much of the promotional duties to fall  
on their fans.  Though they do respond to and comment to questions posted on Facebook,  
they often let their fans moderate some of the redundant questions or false claims by  
detractors. This allows the label to get immediate feedback and opinions from the fans and  
followers. Schaefer says “We could be posting stuff all day every day, but it doesn't make  
sense.  You sort of hit with your main things and follow up with a couple of other things and  
then just let it be what it is. You let other people raise awareness and start with random  
conversations (personal communication, April 2011).” 
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Chapter 4 | Analysis
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Introduction
The proliferation of the Internet and web-based communication tools helped to  
expedite the dismantling of the traditional models by which music was produced, promoted,  
and distributed.  As a result, independent music producers have taken advantage of many of  
those same web-based tools and emerging online social networks to try to redefine and  
rebuild a new era for the music industry.  The cases I examined help to highlight ways in  
which independent artists are adapting traditional promotional methods for the Internet and  
creating new and innovative means of engaging their fans online.
The industry has changed dramatically and as a result, these platforms have provided  
an avenue for artists to communicate and connect directly with their audience. Unfortunately,  
it has also meant that many more artists also have the same tools at their disposal.  I was  
interested in finding out ways that producers are breaking through the noise and constant  
chatter being produced across these networks and platforms.  I have used these cases to  
highlight successful approaches to doing just that. 
Tools constantly change and evolve; it's important not to focus solely on the tools that  
are being employed now, but the overall strategy and application for which they're being used.  
Social networks move in and out of fashion as they grow and become unwieldy.  Facebook and  
Twitter will eventually be replaced by something else, something that fans will ultimately  
choose to adopt over these older tools. I want to highlight the successful strategies for  
engagement, dialogue, and conversation in order to understand how artists determine the  
strengths and weaknesses of each tool and use each in a unique way to leverage those  
strengths to build sustainable communities. 
These are certainly not the only tools or options being explored by independent artists.  
They provide concrete examples of successful avenues for engaging an audience in the  
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promotion or distribution of an artist's work. I've outlined the overall themes I've found in  
analyzing these cases below. 
Artist as Content Provider
I've seen throughout these cases a move by artists towards the idea that they are not  
just musicians but story tellers and content providers. Fans have become more discerning  
with how they spend their money, yet they will be more engaged and eager to support artists  
they believe in. The fans no longer just want to buy an album, they want to go to a live show,  
get to know the artist and feel like they have some sort of personal connection with them. The  
artists are seeing that by taking advantage of many of these tools and platforms they are able  
to cultivate a much more engaged community of dedicated fans. Devon Leger emphasizes this  
point by saying, “There has never been a better time to build a sustainable business, but you  
have to know how the business works, or it won't work for you at all (personal  
communication, April 2011).” Another reasoning behind this shift is that though consumers  
have become more discerning, their attention spans have decreased. Artists are having to  
constantly update, post, and engage in order to keep their fans' attention while staying current  
and fresh.  Geologic from Blue Scholars puts it this way, “It all goes back to content, it all goes 
back to 'are you delivering something that a potential audience out there will relate to or find  
interesting?' (personal communication, April 2011).”
Independent artists have begun to embrace the idea that they are in fact a brand.  This  
is something that major labels and mainstream artists have accepted for some time.  When  
major label artists were producing music videos, conducting million dollar marketing  
campaigns, and producing huge arena rock shows it was easy to see that their  
communications efforts should have a coordinated look and message. Traditionally,  
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independent artists took a much more organic approach, often limited by resources or relying  
on connections and favors in their decision making processes.  Now that many of these same  
promotional methods are accessible to independent artists, they have begun to consider  
strategies for managing their message and brand, whether through logos and merchandise,  
promotional material, media content, or their communication messages.  
Geologic talked to me about deciding to design and build the group's website after  
unsuccessful attempts with freelance designers, “It forced us to kind of do it all ourselves,  
which was a blessing in disguise, because it kept us plugged in on our own stuff and also  
hopping on Facebook, Twitter, and Tumblr (personal communication, April 2011).”  Though it  
may be difficult to conduct many of these functions as an independent artist, Geologic points  
out the benefits of having more control of their message and more rich connection with their  
fans and their networks. Devon Leger, thinking about what these opportunities cost an  
independent artist, put it this way,  “All the tools of the industry are available to anybody for  
either free, or dirt cheap...It is hard and does take a lot of work, but any business is hard and  
takes a lot of work (personal communication, April 2011).”  
As Kusek explains, media has become easier and cheaper to produce over the last  
decade and this has a provided a unique opportunity for independent artists to take advantage  
of the power of these resources than they ever had before (Kusek, 2005). The artists in these  
case studies have all used, what Henry Jenkins refers to as, original 's preadable media' 
productions, such as behind the scenes film clips, music videos, interviews, and streaming  
audio, to propel their message across multiple communication channels (Jenkins, 2009).  
Now a days, people can shoot high definition video from their smart phones, edit it and  
upload it on the web, all from the palm of their hands. The examples of these types of media  
products include posted videos of radio performances and the beat making process by the  
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Blue Scholars. 
Rhymesayers constantly uploads tour update videos by their artists as well as  
promotional videos before an album release.  Most recently, Rhymesayers has been posting  
“unboxing” videos, which are an internet trend of filming the unwrapping of a new package.  
These short videos help to highlight the original and quality packaging of their CDs and vinyl  
records.   The key with producing media and other content is providing a range of options for  
consumers to engage with. Jake Schaefer of Rhymesayers Entertainment describes the value  
of these tools in his work, “Every second that they spend watching a video is a second of sales  
for the artists. The fact that they're watching it, means you're doing something right with your  
marketing (personal communication, April 2011).” 
Production values have risen as prices have dropped for decent video and audio  
equipment. Artists are able to hire filmmakers rather inexpensively to produce high quality  
video content for them.  Several of the artists in these cases expressed interest in producing a  
music video or short film for every song on their albums. Jake Schaefer of Rhymesayers  
Entertainment illustrated this importance:
Music videos are super important in the way you present [the music], because a lot of  
times it will be the user's first experience with the artist...The viral video is a little bit  
more of a fun, less serious, easier or accessible medium to engage somebody with,  
because they don't have to read anything...'here's TV essentially'.  Its just super easy,  
they don't have to go anywhere, they just click it and they watch it. By making them  
funny, or clever...you can captivate and engage the user (personal communication,  
April 2011). 
Documentation is a key theme throughout the content being posted and presented.  
Interested fans want to learn more about the artists and their processes.  They want to feel like  
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they know the artist.  Thats why documenting your process is important in producing content,  
whether it is a video, Tweet, or blog post with images.   Chris Schlarb discussed the importance  
of keeping your documentation and media content entertaining and engaging,  “Its gotta be 
something interesting, something different, something special, if you just went about doing  
things over and over again, it would get boring (personal communication, April 2011).”  
With this convergence of technologies and media, artists are often taking on many  
more roles themselves. It's possible to design and build your own WordPress website with  
little technical or design skills. This platform provides an easy content management system  
that is highly customizable yet easy to use; both for uploading and maintaing content and for  
updating your site and keeping it current. Artists have been producing and recording their  
albums in home studios for years, now they are beginning to take on more of the promotional  
roles and responsibilities that would be formerly handled by a team or a staff.  This provides  
an incredible amount of freedom for artists to control their message and brand. 
However, this can also provide a logistical nightmare for producers if they don't have  
the time or the skills to do things properly.  They may come across looking amateur if the  
quality of the media does not appear to be what people are used to.  Geologic mentioned the  
importance of having a professional looking package, “There's a lot of people putting out 
quality stuff out there. There's a lot of quality music; and its good. Its well crafted, it sounds  
good, its about something. At the same time there is a lot of bland presentation of great art,  
where as there is a lot of very distinct and memorable presentations of bad art (personal  
communication, April 2011).”  
Henry Jenkins, in his book Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide , 
describes how the media industry is relying on committed consumers to spread media across  
their own networks (2006). Not only does this spreadable content and media help extend the 
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story of these artists' brands, but it provides a low “cost” way for fans to learn about the artists  
and their work.  Jenkins, in his 3 part article “If It Doesn't Spread, It's Dead (Part Two): Sticky  
and Spreadable -- Two Paradigms”, explains this concept of spreadable content,  
“Spreadability as a concept describes how the properties of the media environment, texts,  
audiences, and business models work together to enable easy and widespread circulation of  
mutually meaningful content within a networked culture (Jenkins, 2009, Part 2, para. 8).”
The producers in my case studies have noticed that consumers, fans, and followers  
respond to content that requires little work or “cost” on their part to spread, yet is meaningful  
or significant to them in some way.  Though making a media piece meaningful to a certain  
community may be the more involved process, producers can focus on making sure those  
media pieces they do create have very few barriers for spreading. Geologic highlights this  
point, “The less work you give them...if all that information is summed up and on the  
Facebook wall itself, or better yet if its something like audio or video that's streaming...that's  
the kind of stuff that we're more interested in (personal communication, April 2011) .” A video 
or audio post is much more effective than a long text post for consumers with shrinking  
attention spans. When producing this content, it is crucial to embed the media directly into  
consumer's social media feeds rather than making them link out to 3 rd party websites. 
Facebook offers a user friendly interface that allows the playing of videos directly on a news  
feed and easy sharing opportunities for it's users. Jake Schaefer spoke to me about making 
content easily accessible for users and fans: 
We don't need to post the news post about the video, just post the video, giving the  
users the opportunity to interact with that content right away. The second you send  
people away to view the content, they get distracted. You never really want them to lose  
that focus. People who are using these tools don't often engage with them the way they  
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are supposed to. People are kind of lazy, you need to be as specific and short winded as  
possible and make it as easy as possible for them to use (personal communication,  
April 2011). 
Jenkins again highlights the importance of creating meaningful content that values and  
respects the consumers choices and rejects a fixed or static form:
Spreadability relies on the one true intelligent agent -- the human mind -- to cut  
through the clutter of a hyper-mediated culture and to facilitate the flow of valuable  
content across a fragmented marketplace. Under these conditions, media which  
remains fixed in its location and static in its form fails to generate sufficient public  
interest and thus drops out of these ongoing conversations (Jenkins, 2009, Part 2,  
para.13).
Other content options that have proven effective for the cases I studied were the release  
of audio; either streaming through a player like Soundcloud or for free download. As noted by  
Sanjeev Dewan and Jui Ramaprasad in their paper,  “Impact of Blogging on Music Sales: The 
Long Tail Effect”, music that is available for free sample online often leads to greater album  
sales (2007). Devon Leger suggests that artists post media on established platforms, not on  
their own custom developed players, “I always encourage artists to use established  
platforms...use something really simple...because if there is any delay between pushing play  
and hearing your music, you lost people right there (personal communication, April 2011) .” By 
utilizing established platforms you ensure that your media loads quickly and is well  
supported, not having to rely on a web developer if your website's internal player goes down  
or loses support from a Web Browser.  Chris Schlarb utilizes this method to great success,  
often offering whole albums as free streaming media.  This has proved effective in providing  
an avenue for music that might not have seen a release in other forms, whether it is a film  
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score or unreleased album track. 
Central to the idea of independent producers as content providers is the value of an  
authentic and consistent voice in artists' communications. Developing an authentic voice is  
something that producers struggle with in defining their brand and its online persona.  
Striking a balance between promotional and conversational messages is important. Devon  
Leger explains, “The audience wants to know who you are, they find out who you are by the  
content you provide, and if all of it is just self promotion, they will get tired of that (personal 
communication, April 2011).”  Expanding on the idea of authenticity, Andrew Mall, in his  
research “What Would the Community Think: Communal Values in Independent Music”,  
ultimately concludes that authenticity is derived from the accurate articulation of an audience  
or communities values (Mall, 2006). Artists should make sure they understand their audience  
and the tools and platforms they are using in order to be perceived fully as authentic and  
“real”.
Devon Leger of Hearth Music explains “when you post something, it should be  
designed for that network (personal communication, April 2011)”, highlighting that each 
network or platform has its own unique strengths and perceptions associated with it and its  
users.  Using several different communications outlets helps build the artists brand, as each  
platform offers a distinct way to communicate, engage, and connect with an audience. 
The artists I interviewed view Twitter to be a more lighthearted and casual place for  
communications, often including profanity and shorthand grammar in posts.  Facebook,  
according to Jake Schaefer of Rhymesayers Entertainment, is a more conversational platform  
with a more straightforward tone. Most see the artist's website or blog to be a place with the  
most professional language and presentation, offering a place where users can get all of the  
detailed information they are seeking.   Keeping a consistent voice in how these producers  
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approach each tool is important in defining a consistent brand and providing consumers with  
clear expectations of the content they are producing.  
Consumer as Patron/Investor 
A theme that rang true throughout my interviews with my case studies is the way in  
which these producers think about and value the consumers of their work.  Most of these  
producers viewed their fans and consumers as patrons or investors of their art.  These are  
people who will support their endeavors without pause, simply because they want to know  
that they have helped play a part in the continuation of and proliferation of an artist's work.  
Jenkins highlights a conversation with the executives behind the Harry Potter series in which  
they describe the fans as “core stakeholders” in the property and the “life blood of the  
franchise” (Jenkins, 2005, Chapter 5, sec. 4, para. 14).  This is a perfect example of how  
independent artists and producers should think about their fans. 
Thinking about the consumer as a patron or investor alters the way in which artists  
should cultivate these devoted fans.  Often, these patrons are much more emotionally invested  
in the work of the artists and feel a personal connection with them and their brand.  Thinking  
about ways to engage and cultivate this audience group is important in ensuring continued  
support from the community growing around an artist or brand. Geologic from Blue Scholars  
describes ways how his group produce “real world” offerings of things that can't be digitized.  
This has been in the form of unique merchandise or limited edition packaging for albums and  
records. 
A common guide in non-profit fundraising is the 80/20 rule, Chris Schlarb argues the  
same can be said about engaged patrons, where 20% of an artist's fans are deeply committed  
and engaged with their content, while the other 80% are passive followers.  This committed  
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devotion often manifests itself in “liking” or sharing of content on their social networks or  
promoting the producer's work without prompts.  This ratio also seems to be a good guide for  
considering the amount of people who consistently support an artist via ticket, album, and  
merchandise sales. Schlarb talks about his approach to cultivating a dedicated community of  
patrons, “Its not how big the network is, but the quality of those people in it. One of the ways  
you get quality people is you treat them with respect, you're polite, you're honest, giving and  
sincere (personal communication, April 2011).”  Henry Jenkins, in his article “If It Doesn't  
Spread, It's Dead (Part Three): The Gift Economy and Commodity Culture”,  describes the 
consumer buy-in and investment into the cultural economy surrounding an artist,  
“Consumers do not simply consume; they recommend content they like to their friends who  
recommend it to their friends who recommend it on down the line. They do not simply "buy"  
cultural goods; they "buy into" a cultural economy which respects and rewards their  
participation. Nothing spreads widely in the new digital economy unless it engages and serves  
the interests of both consumers and producers (Jenkins,  2009, Part 3, para. 2).”
Not only can this mentality lead to a more invested fan base, it can lead to a sustained  
advocate network. Devon Leger of Hearth Music describes how artists should interact with  
their followers in that their promotional messages should come from the ground up.  He also  
suggested that once artists find the people that are really into their work, that artists ask for  
their help. Giving opportunities to consumers who want a more engaged and personal  
experience can encourage them to become outspoken advocates for an artist and their work,  
without explicitly asking them.  Sometimes this can be as simple as prompting your followers  
with a question on Twitter, like in Blue Scholars' case, when they asked followers on Twitter  
for film suggestions to inspire their new album, Cinemetropolis.  Other times, this 
engagement has been more organic and evolved from listening to fans and responding to their  
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questions or cues.  Jake Schaefer, from Rhymesayers Entertainment, suggests that artists let  
others do the promotion for them. If you give fans the tools to share content, then they will  
support and share that content through their networks, simply because they want to support  
and promote something they like and are invested in. 
Henry Jenkins, perfectly highlights this focus on the consumer and this nascent  
approach to media production and promotion: 
In this emerging model, consumers play an active role in "spreading" content rather  
than being the passive carriers of viral media: their choices, their investments, their  
actions determine what gets valued in the new mediascape. Recentering the discussion  
on choices consumers make, rather than choices media companies make, forces  
advertising and entertainment companies to pay closer attention to consumer's  
motivations and thus to design content which better aligns with their interests; it will  
also allow companies to adopt policies which sustain rather than repress this desire to  
help circulate relevant material throughout their social networks (Jenkins, 2009, Part  
2, para. 8).
Chris Schlarb ascribes to the philosophy that people are more apt to share content if  
they feel like they discovered it, suggesting that it must be an organic process and not  
something artists push for. The producers need to create the environment and community  
that supports a network of patron promoters and taps into what makes fan networks tick.  
Schlarb explains that he likes to give something back to his supporters, often in the form of  
free downloads or exclusive content.   Schlarb describes his approach as one that is based in  
respect:
If you subscribe to the idea that you are your brand, then you don't have to do that, you  
don't have to say 'hey look at me!'.  People are already looking at you, they're following  
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you and paying attention to you. You don't need to remind them every five minutes that  
they need to do something for you...I feel like there has to be an inherent respect for  
your audience, for their intellect, their time, and their money.  You have to give them  
something back so that they feel like 'I'm happy to do this, and I would do it again. It  
has to be a sustainable process and a sustainable relationship (personal  
communication, April 2011).
One significant way in which independent artists are cultivating a strong pool of patron  
promoters is to ask them to literally invest in their work, through a platform like  
Kickstarter.com.  Kickstarter offers artists a unique and flexible way of soliciting donations  
and investments to support specific projects for which they need money.  The Kickstarter  
system allows artists to create a fundraising campaign project website with many common  
web-based tools for social interaction and promotion built in to the system. Independent  
artists have been using the site to fund the production and recording of new records, the  
pressing and promotion of an album, or specific limited edition releases.  Often the  
fundraising goals are relatively low, only a few thousand dollars, to ensure that they are met.   
Chris Schlarb recently created a Kickstarter campaign to fund the limited edition  
pressing of his latest album on vinyl record, only asking for $4,000.  The Blue Scholars  
established a much higher-stakes campaign, seeking $25,000 for the pressing and promotion  
of their album on CD and vinyl record. The campaign was so successful that they raised over  
$65,000 in just 45 days.  These examples of successful Kickstarter campaigns took advantage  
of the platform's unique opportunities to engage a relatively small but impassioned pool of  
patrons willing to go out of their way to support the project and the group or artist. This  
phenomenon is highlighted well in Wendel's exploration of Radiohead's In Rainbows album 
release (2008). Though fans were given the option to download the album for free or to “pay  
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what they wanted”, fans overwhelmingly paid an average of five dollars, showing that though  
it was free they still wanted to support the group. 
Some of the strengths of the Kickstarter system is its inclusion of many of the core  
functions of effective social media networks, including a blog feature, media embeds, and  
sharing capabilities to other networks. Successful Kickstarter campaigns often cleverly and  
effectively use media to promote and engage their patrons and prospective donors.  The main  
way artists use this function is through a promotional video, which can summarize the project  
or introduce the patron to the artist. Once patrons have decided to support the project, these  
“super fans” can become literally invested advocates for the project and the artist.  Geologic  
from Blue Scholars discusses how users want to be a part of something that succeeds, “Its just 
simple, and they get something out of it, you make people feel like they helped make it happen  
(personal communication, April 2011).”   Often times, as in other more traditional fundraising  
campaigns, people wait until the deadline is approaching to make sure that the project will  
meet its goal. Once they've seen that enough people are supporting the project and it will  
succeed, they invest as well, sometimes feeling like they were the ones that “put it over the  
edge” acting as a “hero investor”. The all or nothing model from Kickstarter does help to  
alleviate some of the risk for patrons, knowing that if the goal is not met, they won't be  
charged for their pledge. 
Of course, getting people to actually donate is the biggest challenge for a fundraising  
method of this kind. Kickstarter provides a tiered pledging system where producers are able to  
designate donation levels and incentives or rewards for each pledge amount. Incentives, like  
in the case of the Blue Scholars' Cinemetropolis campaign, can range from a thank you 
mention on Twitter, to limited edition custom album packaging, and tickets to a VIP release  
party.  Incentives are a key aspect in getting patrons to pledge at higher levels.  Chris Schlarb  
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discussed how he approaches developing these incentives and rewards, “Well if someone was 
asking me to pay 50 bucks, I'd say 'I better get some cool stuff'.  I tried to make the rewards  
really substantial (personal communication, April 2011).”   The producer needs to carefully 
calculate which incentives he or she provides, because though they may entice a larger  
donation, they can also end up not being cost effective.  Geologic from Blue Scholars spoke  
about carefully “crunching the numbers” to calculate the right cost and benefit relationship  
when determining incentive rewards (Geologic, personal communication, April 2011) .  Even 
though the cost of many of the nicer limited edition package incentives were kept high to  
ensure a high quality product, the revenue from that pledge level was still almost double than  
from a traditional album sale.  
The compensation model employed by my case studies in starting Kickstarter  
campaigns is an evolution of  the traditional “pre-sale” or “pre-order”. Independent artists  
have in the past taken advantage of selling pre-orders of their records to pay for some of the  
expenses of printing and pressing a new record.  Rather than having to press thousands of  
records and working tirelessly to sell them and recoup their money, artists can take care of the  
up-front costs without having to take out much debt. The Kickstarter campaigns adopted this  
same model by raising “pledges” that would make sure the donor gets an album, but also help  
cover the costs of pressing more records.  
The artists I interviewed for this project all believe that some level of transparency was  
necessary in succeeding with their Kickstarter projects. Blue Scholars provided a rough  
outline of how they would spend the money they raised and what costs were associated with  
the pressing of the album.  However, Schlarb chose to be completely transparent in this  
process, providing a detailed budget for how he planned to spend every dollar. This is a  
significant shift from traditional methods of distribution and compensation for artists.  Rarely  
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does a musician or group give you detailed accounts of how they plan on spending their  
revenue or how much it cost to produce an album.  This simple action goes a long way to  
showing your patrons respect. 
Yochai Benkler, in his book The Wealth of Networks, explains that market-driven 
activities like that of a producer or “brand” must be strategic  (Benkler, 2006, p. 291). 
Producers need to make a strategic decision as to how and when they want to be transparent  
in their actions. The informed and engaged consumer today is much more discerning with  
how they spend their money, especially in supporting an artist through this kind of platform,  
they want to know if the artists have a plan.  The nature of the Kickstarter model presents a  
form of transparency in that if an artist does not have a proper plan for the raised funds, then  
consumers will not want to fund that project.  
Of course, embracing the notion of consumers as patrons and investors does come with  
some challenges.  If you are only tapping 20% of your consumer base as patrons you may  
begin to burn them out.  If an artist chooses to follow these fundraising methods in every  
situation, they will most certainly begin to saturate the market with requests, tapping out the  
resources at their disposal.  Patrons will tire of and potentially resent an artist for constantly  
seeking this level of commitment and investment from the same group of people.  There  
should be a balance of resources for projects that seek this level of investment.  The artists  
should continually be cultivating new fans into patrons, by building an engaging and  
sustainable relationship with their community. 
Building Strong Relationships and Sustainable Communities 
 In many ways the concept of independent scenes has not changed, like Kruse explores  
in her book Site and Sound: Understanding Independent Music Scenes , independent music 
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scenes develop and expand from a strong connection to community and often a physical place.  
This connection to a community and to physical or “real world” experiences plays heavily in  
my research of online promotional strategies for independent artists (2003). Kruse defines  
these spaces and communities as “social interaction zones”, zones that surround a particular  
community, venue, or group (2003). This can manifest as an online community via social  
networks or a strong regional community of artists and fans that support a local scene of live  
performances. 
Some of the cases like Rhymesayers and Blue Scholars come from strong independent  
music scenes in their respective cities and regions, Twin Cities and the Pacific Northwest  
respectively. However, Chris Schlarb and many of the folk artists that Hearth Music  
represents do not necessarily have a strong physical community from which they've emerged,  
often finding pockets of interest around the country. All of the case studies have found that a  
strong online presence can build virtual networks of supporters from around the country and  
the world.  Schlarb often credits this for an increase in work both as a producer and composer,  
“That is definitely a lifeline. It helps not to be limited to a geographic region to work on  
projects (personal communication, April 2011).”
Creating a sustainable community comes from providing engaging content that  
connects directly to patrons and their interests; forming a wide network of strong personal  
relationships.  The artists I interviewed for this research employ a variety of techniques, like  
concentrated communication strategies and 'real world' offerings, to build those relationships  
through their web-based networks and platforms.  In one of the studies that Jenkins looked at  
for his book, Albert M. Muniz Jr. and Thomas C O'Guinn state that, “'Brand communities 
carry out important functions on behalf of the brand, such as sharing information,  
perpetuating the history and culture of the brand, and providing assistance...They provide  
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social structure to the relationship between marketers and consumers.'” (Jenkins, 2006,  
Chapter 2, Section 4, para. 1). This idea helps to highlight how sharable engaging content can  
help to build a strong relationship between the producer and consumer. 
The most effective community builders from my cases adopted carefully considered  
communication strategies which balance the amount of promotional messages and frequency  
of posts on their various online social networks. Devon Leger recommends that only 20% of  
artists' messages on their social networks, like Twitter, should be self promotional in nature,  
while Jake Schaefer is comfortable with somewhere closer to 50%.  These decisions should be  
considered individually and should be consistent with a group's brand or persona.  The  
amount of posts by each of these artists per week varied significantly, but I would say that the  
average was around 3-5 posts a week on Facebook. These strategies require periodic  
assessment or weekly strategy sessions and should be continually revised to maximize reach  
and avoid stagnation, especially during large promotional campaigns like an album release or  
Kickstarter campaign.  It is important for producers to be consistent in their strategy and  
message, but also keep a certain amount of fluidity to avoid becoming stagnant and just part  
of 'the noise'.   
Through these carefully planned strategies, the producers are able to create a dialogue  
around their content or offer eager fans a more personal way of engaging in their work and  
their process.  Blue Scholars used this approach when choosing their latest merchandise  
designs.  After posting several design proofs on their Facebook page, they asked their fans to  
choose the one they liked the most and to give a reason why. The design with the most votes  
got produced and the fan with the best answer received a free T-shirt. Other artists give away  
free concert tickets or ask for feedback about a new or potential project plan.  This online  
engagement can then produce tangible products or experiences that help to reinforce that  
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mutually supportive relationship. Chris Schlarb even went so far as to include a hand written  
note to fans who purchased his last album, thanking them for supporting his work and asking  
them to write back to let him know how they liked the album. 
Many times artists rely on a physical network of support to sustain and supplement the  
virtual community that emerges from these real-world experiences.  Live performances have  
long been the main source of income for music producers.  They act as exciting and tangible  
ways for patrons to experience the music and make lasting memories of the performance,  
which in turn creates an emotional connection with the musicians and their brand.  
Rhymesayers artist Slug of Atmosphere, hangs out before shows and walks the line outside the  
building, shaking hands and taking pictures with everyone one who wants to.  The fans are  
then encouraged to post the photos on the artist's Facebook page or tag them with the artist's  
name.  Not only does this give everyone in the crowd a unique personal experience, it invites  
the fan to share that experience with all of their friends on their own online networks.  
Rhymesayers and Blue Scholars have promoted and encouraged fans to take pictures or video  
and upload them to a specific flickr account.  Those pictures are then posted throughout the  
artists' social networks, creating a crowd sourced media slideshow that fans can feel like they  
had a part in creating.  They are able to feel like they played a part in supporting the group.   
Most artists are lucky enough to have the reinforcement of a regional 'scene' or  
community of like minded supporters. Often this is a small team of collaborators or even  
similar artists that perform together.  The producers I studied all actively leveraged these  
communities of collaborators to enhance or support their online promotional efforts. These  
collaborators could include the producers and engineers that helped produce the album or the  
designers, photographers, and filmmakers that helped promote an album or song.  In the case  
of the Blue Scholars, they held a special event in which they invited all of their local  
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supporters, collaborators, and dedicated fans, to promote the launch of their Kickstarter  
campaign.  Those few dedicated and invested people become as Geologic says “the field  
generals and first line of advocates in promoting the project through their online networks  
(personal communication, April 2011).”   This is a prime example of using physical networks  
and communities to take advantage of the 'viral' properties of the internet. Geologic  
continues, “Its one thing to interact with them, answer e-mails, answer questions, go back and  
forth on the social media, but its another thing to actually go where they are. You actually go  
there and tell them in person...(personal communication, April 2011)”  
Sometimes these online tools can actually help to build your community of  
collaborators. In Schlarb's and Blue Scholars' case this community of collaborators emerged  
from their own online network and fans.  Schlarb has been commissioned numerous times  
through his website, e-mail or social networks like Twitter. Blue Scholars spoke to me about a  
collaborative relationship that emerged after a fan contacted them about directing a music  
video for one of their songs.  They agreed to the deal both as a way of producing new content,  
of and for the fans, but to help this particular fan build a name for himself. Now, they have  
planned to collaborate on several new film projects.  This collective collaboration is a prime  
example of how being open and engaging with an online network can lead to a real and  
meaningful collaborative community.   
Independent producers struggle to translate their online followers into physical fans at  
shows or actual purchases of their products.  Blue Scholars explained how after they perform  
a good show, their online Facebook followers count jumps by 50 to 100 people.  Rhymesayers  
and Schlarb also create individual Facebook events for their live shows or tours, this way the  
artist or producer can track how attendance is looking and invite people individually to the  
shows.  Not only does this highlight the uniting and connecting power of the internet across  
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large geographic areas, but also how direct online engagement can get people on the ground at  
shows. Geologic from the Blue Scholars describes their approach to online activity: 
We approach the whole online thing with a sense of balance, our online game needs to  
be tight in order to maximize when we do shows and our live performances have to be  
on point if people are going to talk about us, if they're going to hop on the web later on  
and talk about us (personal communication, April 2011) .
The independent artists and producers in my study employ various techniques to  
cultivate and expand their online networks to create sustainable and invested communities.  
Creating current and expansive mailing lists is a good way of maintaining an online network  
and developing new connections. Devon Leger suggested several ways artists can build that  
list, making sure to consolidate from various sources. Artists should make sure to connect  
with people after every online interaction, whether its a merchandise or record purchase or a  
free song download.  Bandcamp is a great tool for releasing individual or full albums for  
download, either for a price or for free.  The Bandcamp.com system is set up so that in order  
to get the download link, the consumer must first provide their e-mail address. Devon Leger  
of Hearth Music spoke about his general strategic approach to online promotions:
The key to all of this is that everything needs to feed into and support the center  
of the business, and for me that's our website, Everything else I do drives people back  
to the website, I write blogs and I link to the central website, I write Twitter and  
Facebook posts that all drive back to the center. Thats the only way to make the web  
sustainable, if you put all your eggs in one basket on Facebook or Twitter, you're not  
going to survive when those networks start collapsing. You're not going to be able to  
build up a new social network from an old social network like Myspace (personal 
communication, April 2011).
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Often artists grow their networks by following other artists and their patrons.  Making a  
habit of following people that follow you, gives you the largest possible fans base from which  
to cultivate these patron promoters. Having a strong central hub and prevalent mailing list  
sign-ups is key to maintaing your connections in the event that a social network begins to  
dissolve.  There is no real way of rebuilding your network.  This was what Devon Leger and  
Blue Scholars discussed surrounding the demise of Myspace, there was no way for retaining  
those followers and having them continue to engage in your work through newly developed  
social networking platforms.  Thats why its important to offer several ways for fans to follow,  
engage, and support an artist's work not entirely based in one platform or tool.
Experimentation
 An essential theme that is present in the approach of all the producers I interviewed  
has been a deep embrace for exploration and experimentation when it comes to the adoption  
and facilitation of social media networks and web-based tools for promotion and distribution.  
Having a healthy degree of adaptability keeps artists flexible in this ever evolving landscape of  
new tools and platforms. Geologic sums this up, saying “My approach is to 'experiment, 
experiment, experiment'. We're going to be the generation that makes a bunch of mistakes  
and innovations and the next generation is gonna learn from (personal communication, April  
2011).”  Devon Leger also talked with me about the adaptability of artists, “If they can move 
fast, think quickly, and adapt easily, then they could really make money, make a living and  
make some good friends (personal communication, April 2011).”
Keeping an open mind is important in the use of online social media and web-based  
tools.  Successful employers of these tools constantly have their “ear to the ground” as  
Geologic explains, “A lot of times you have to go where your people are (personal  
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communication, April 2011).”   Explaining the importance of following your audience,  
Geologic spoke about listening to his fans and heeding their advice in adopting new tools and  
online social network platforms.  Listening to and getting to know your audience is important  
as Geologic points out, “We have been forced to see who are the people that are most willing  
to comment on something, who are the most willing to repost something and share it with  
their friends, it's obvious that its the young fans (personal communication, April 2011).”   Not 
only is this important in order to keep the artists relevant, its a great way to stay connected  
with your fans no matter where they move across platforms. It is important to listen to your  
fans and give them what they are looking for in engagement and participatory opportunities. 
Part of embracing experimentation and a certain level of fluidity is being comfortable  
with failure. Often times many of the projects that artists attempt do not end as planned. Geo  
from the Blue Scholars discussed how the group adopted Twitter in its infancy, only to find  
that not many people were using the platform.  They gave up on using Twitter because it was a  
waste of resources at the time, but returned to the platform a year later once it became more  
widely adopted by people all over the Web.  The proper response to this type of unsuccessful  
exploration is adaptation and flexibility.  If the Blue Scholars had just given up on Twitter,  
they might not have come back to the platform to take advantage of the platforms wide appeal  
in reaching their fans. 
Conclusion
There is no one blanket solution, no right tool or strategy that will adequately address  
every producer's situation or concerns.  Independent artists and producers ultimately need to  
approach each tool or platform with thought towards how it will solve their unique issues.  I'm  
hoping that independent producers can look to these cases and my research as a guide for  
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developing their promotional and distribution plans. Independent producers ultimately need  
to take advantage of the opportunities that being an independent artist provides; a high level  
of flexibility, the ability to develop direct relationships, and the possibility to cultivate  
sustainable networks and communities.  Artists should use the themes I've highlighted in my  
analysis as ways to address their individual situations and to develop a unique and highly  
effective strategy for promoting and distributing their work through web-based tools and  
online social networking platforms. Producers should identify clear goals for their  
communications strategies while maintaing a high level of flexibility in order to successfully  
connect with their fans and followers.  They should leverage the strengths of various tools and  
platforms to effectively engage with and develop dedicated networks into invested  
communities of passionate patrons. 
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Chapter 5 | Conclusions and 
Recommendations
75
Examine the Field
My research examined the ways in which independent music producers are utilizing  
web-based tools for the promotion and distribution of their work.  Adapting to and redefining  
the music industry, these producers use online social networking platforms and internet  
based tools to communicate and engage with their supporters, creating and developing a  
sustained community of dedicated patron promoters.  I explored a variety of literature to help  
define the history and implications of the current environment for web-based promotion for  
independent artists. I focused on four cases that exemplified various aspects of the field and  
highlighted effective tools and successful strategies for making direct connections to break  
through the noise.  These strategies as laid out in my Analysis not only act as a guide for future  
independent music producers but for any producer of content looking to explore the Internet  
and online social media tools for promoting and distributing their work.  I've extended these  
strategies to consider more broadly how emerging Arts Administrators and Media Managers  
can utilize the same techniques in developing strong relationships and  building sustainable  
communities. 
In my research I looked at several cases that best represented different aspects of the  
independent music scene but also the different levels of support and resources with which  
producers are creating, promoting, and distributing their work.  The Blue Scholars are an  
independent hip hop group based out of Seattle, they are producers that have been around for  
some time and have continually explored new ways of distribution and promotion.  Hearth  
Music is an artist promotion agency that specializes in Folk, Roots, and Americana music.  
Devon Leger, the founder, provides support and guidance for emerging independent Folk  
artists using the Internet to further their goals and desires.  Rhymesayers Entertainment is a  
mid-size independent hip hop record label that promotes and distributes over 20 artists and  
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producers.  Though the staff is not very large, they certainly represent a producer with many  
more resources at their disposal in developing promotional materials and strategies. Chris  
Schlarb, on the other hand, is an independent artist from Long Beach, California who does  
everything himself. Truly independent, Schlarb embraces the DIY aesthetic in most of his  
endeavors including the use and adoption of social networking platforms and web-based  
distribution strategies. 
These artists provide clear examples of independent producers' approaches to the  
facilitation of internet based strategies and tools in the promotion and distribution of their  
work. While also working to highlight common themes that translate more generally to Arts  
Administrators and Media Managers in today's ever changing media landscape. 
Be More Than Just Your Work 
In his book, Convergence Culture: Where Old and New Media Collide , Henry Jenkins 
describes “convergence culture” as the emerging state of web-based promotions that have  
begun to require savvy Arts Administrators to not only embrace but also master the use of  
multiple media in delivering their messages (2006).  Whether in a small community arts non-
profit organization or a world renowned museum or cultural institution, producers and  
marketers need to realize that they are much more than just the work they do on paper. They  
are in fact a brand and as such need to think about ways to promote and expand their mission  
through all of the available tools, platforms and avenues for communicating directly with their  
constituents. 
With the proliferation of cheap tools and software for the production and creation of  
quality media, Arts Administrators should think about ways of incorporating this types of  
content into their promotional communications.  Whether it is a short video, images, or well  
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written blog post, Arts Administrators can use these tools to document their work, publicize  
exciting aspects of their programing, or provide detailed information for their audience or  
constituents.  
With origins in a slow economy, the transparency afforded by the Internet today makes  
consumers and audiences much more discerning in how they spend their money and their  
time on the Web.  If Arts Managers can think of themselves and their organizations as a  
brand, with a coordinated message and story, they would be more willing to see the value in  
becoming content providers.  Audiences and consumers want to consume content and media  
that allows them to explore or engage more fully with the organization or brand.  Providing  
that content in easily shareable media formats allows for an organic dissemination of an  
artist's message across various networks that they might not have had access to otherwise.  
The easier it is for a constituent to “like” and share the media, the more likely those engaged  
fans are to promote your organization. Geologic from Blue Scholars explains how fans want a  
low-cost option when consuming media, especially through various popular online social  
media networks like Facebook and Twitter. 
It is clear from my analysis of these cases that Arts Administrators need to understand  
the strengths, weaknesses, and unique circumstances around individual social networking  
platforms and social media outlets.  Understanding these tools and how to utilize them for  
their own purposes and situations is important in developing a clear voice or persona for each  
platform and scenario.  This should be a consistent voice that is able to fit into the dialogue  
and conversations within these networks and platforms. Not only is consistency and  
specificity important in developing the voice of your organization, but authenticity is also a  
key ingredient in actively connecting with your constituents.  The literature and my cases  
explain that being authentic comes not only from treating your constituents with respect, but  
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actively trying to understand their needs and wants.  Understanding their language and what  
they want out of engagement with your organization or brand is invaluable in having a  
successful experience. 
Cultivating Investment
Though Arts Administrators and Media Managers have long thought about their  
constituents as investors, this idea is somewhat novel for independent music producers on the  
Web.  These independent artists and producers offer innovative tools and strategies for  
cultivating a community of  committed patron promoters.  In many ways the mentality is  
similar to how non-profit organizations approach cultivation and development of a dedicated  
donor base.  The producers I interviewed for this research use an approach that says that  
about 20% of their fans will be the ones most involved and invested, both emotionally and  
financially. 
The Internet has provided several new ways for creative industry professionals are to  
raise funds for specific projects. Several cases that I looked at utilized the Kickstarter platform  
to raise donations or investments for an artist's work.  Kickstarter is an Internet platform that  
allows anyone to create a fundraising campaign to solicit donations for a specific project or  
goal.  The unique feature about Kickstarter is that it allows users to pledge a certain amount of  
money with the guarantee that if the project does not reach is fundraising goal, no one gets  
charged for their donation, ensuring only successfully proven projects get funded.  This  
platform allows the creator of the project to leverage readily accessible social networking and  
social media tools to increase awareness and promote the fundraising campaign and it's  
benefitting project. These tools include share functions, media embeds, and an in-site  
blogging feature to keep donors updated with the progress of the campaign. Of course, these  
tools and functions should be used in conjunction with other social networking actions that  
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reward committed patrons and entice them to not only continue supporting but to actively  
promote through their own networks. 
The Kickstarter model offers a variety of strategies and opportunities that traditional  
fundraising methods can not provide.  The artists I interviewed utilized this model as a way to  
cover up-front costs for a specific project, whether it was the printing and pressing of a record  
or the production of a music video.  Arts Administrators can debate using this technique to  
avoid accruing significant debt in producing an upcoming project, exhibition, or performance.  
Another way in which independent producers are finding success when developing their  
projects is to offer a tiered system of incentives or rewards for donating at different levels. The  
most successful projects offered a wide range of tangible and meaningful rewards designed to  
encourage larger donations and give the donor a direct connection with the group or project. 
Transparency is important when considering the medium of the Internet and the  
expectations of its users and artists' constituents. The successful Kickstarter projects I  
researched all offered a great degree of transparency into how they were going to spend the  
funds from the campaign.  This not only reassures your donors that they are supporting a  
successful endeavor, but again shows a great deal of respect for the supporters. 
Ultimately Arts Administrators are using these tools to cultivate a dedicated  
community of patron promoters.  These advocates are emotionally and financially invested in  
the project or organization and have a sense of ownership and a vested interest in the  
continued existence of the project or organization. They don't necessarily see it as investing or  
donating but as supporting their favorite group.  They become engaged by being offered  
relatable content with the hopes of starting a conversation or dialogue between the producer  
and consumer.  Understanding your patrons and giving them something in return goes a long  
way in cultivating those interests. 
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Making Connections
The most important suggestion for sustaining your online networks is to have a  
carefully crafted communications strategy with a thoughtful and consistent approach to  
messages and posts.  The artists I studied had regular, if not weekly, strategy sessions where  
they would plan out how many posts would go out each day or week on their various online  
social networks and the goals and messages behind each post.  On average, it appeared that 3-
5 posts a week on Facebook was adequate, with a more steady stream following on Twitter.  
This will inevitably vary per situation and from week to week, but it is important for Arts and  
Media Managers to continually reassess these strategies, especially when it comes to large  
promotional pushes and marketing campaigns. By now, we realize the time commitment that  
social media interaction can become. If an artists does not have a plan to how they expect to  
use these tools for their project or organization then they are certainly wasting time. 
In order to build strong and sustainable relationships with their constituents, Arts  
Administrators should utilize these social media and networking tools to make direct  
connections with their fans and followers.  These tools should be used to start conversations,  
and to engage in dialogue; less as a straight promotional tool. The musician Chris Schlarb who  
I interviewed suggested that he does not think about these tools as promotional mediums but  
as another way for his fans to get to know him and feel like they have a direct and personal  
connection with him. Though, this may be a more utopian, or even naïve, approach to working  
these tools, Arts and Media Managers should think about ways to prompt their followers into  
conversations.  The balance between promotional posts and more conversational posts for my  
cases ranged from 20% to 50%, but all the artists and producers realized that constant self  
promotional messages wear fans out.  
There are many ways that Arts and Media Managers can utilize these tools to make  
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connections and invite the most dedicated fans to engage further with their project or  
organization.  Independent music producers are using contests or simple prompts to start  
dialogue with their fans and followers, often times creating tangible experiences to allow  
deeper more personal connections with their work.  Arts Administrators can look to these  
examples as ways of creating tangible experiences and connections, forming a lasting  
relationship with their most dedicated supporters.  These experiences can include contests for  
VIP tickets to “meet the artist”, or special promotional and product giveaways.  Providing  
these tangible experiences not only helps develop direct personal connections with online  
followers but goes a long way to creating committed patron promoters that will continue to  
support and advocate for your organization, ultimately growing your network.  
One of the ways that the independent producers in my research developed their  
networks was taking advantage of their existing networks, both physical and virtual.  I  
discussed how artists would leverage their relationships with other similar artists and musical  
collaborators to help promote and share everyone's work.  Arts Administrators should view  
every opportunity to collaborate or create partnerships as just another way to develop their  
network.  Working with partners or sponsors often has the effect of opening up an  
organizations members to new networks and vice versa.  A strong mutually supportive  
relationship and collaboration can go a long way to building a strong physical community and  
also towards making your audience feel like they are part of a larger online community. 
As stated in my research, Devon Leger of Hearth Music talks about the importance of  
building a sustainable network.  His artists make a point of connecting with their consumers  
after every online interaction so that they don't just buy an album and go home, but their  
information is cultivated or they are at least invited to participate in other ways. Arts  
Administrators should look to different means of building a sustainable network or  
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community.  Its important not to silo an artist's online social networks but to invite  
interactions across networks or guide communications towards a central hub. This way when  
one social networking platform eventually dissolves, your followers will know where to find  
you. 
Fluid and Adaptable 
Geologic discusses his approach to utilizing these tools and platforms, “My approach is 
to 'experiment, experiment, experiment'. We're going to be the generation that makes a bunch  
of mistakes and innovations and the next generation is gonna learn from  (personal  
communication, April 2011).”  This idea of experimentation and a sense of adaptability is  
extremely important for anyone trying to stay at the cutting edge of this ever evolving media  
landscape. Its important for Arts Administrators to cultivate an institutional culture that  
embraces this idea of experimentation and exploration when it comes to social media and  
online networking.  The producers in my study all participated in various social networks and  
took cues from friends, fans, and people they follow as to what tools to adopt next. As tools  
evolve and constituents migrate between platforms, the arts organizations or projects should  
devote a portion of their resources to exploring new platforms and technology in order to  
maximize their influence, potentially reaching new constituents that were not a part of other  
platforms. 
Of course these approaches do not come without risk. When the Blue Scholars first  
adopted Twitter, it was a failed experiment.  There was no one using the platform or they did  
not entirely understand the strengths of the platform, only to come back two years later and  
use the platform to great success.  Arts Administrators need to be adaptable, fluid, and  
accepting of failure.  Arts and Media Managers should not be afraid to try new platforms or to  
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abandon failed attempts.  Its important to keep an “ear to the ground” and as Devon Leger  
says, “If they can move fast, think quickly, and adapt easily, then they could really make  
money, make a living and make some good friends  (personal communication, April 2011).”
Wrap Up
For all of the cases I examined in my research, there is no one right solution or strategy  
to utilizing these tools for promotion and distribution.  What is important to recognize is the  
flexibility that these independent producers employ in their approach to adopting theses tools  
and the fluidity that these platforms and tools provide for unique and individual solutions.  
Arts Administrators and Media Managers should learn from these cases and apply the  
themes, strategies, and tools laid out in my research to their projects and organizations. Arts  
and Media Managers should think about ways of expanding their communication messages  
through spreadable media content that not only engages fans but prompts a community of  
patron promoters.  Offering ways for these dedicated constituents to further engage and invest  
in their project or organization helps to cultivate a sustained community of committed  
supporters built from strong personal relationships through online interaction.  Arts  
Administrators and Media Managers also need to embrace the evolving and experimental  
nature of online promotion and distribution in order to leverage the strengths and weakness  
of the tools and platforms at their disposal to further the mission of their organizations. 
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Appendices
Appendix A:
Conceptual Framework for research
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Appendix B:
Examples of the Blue Scholars' Kickstarter campaign for their album Cinemetropolis.
Kickstarter Campaign Website
March 19, 2011
Kickstarter CampaignWebsite
April 15, 2011
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Appendix B (Continued):
 
Final Successful Kickstarter Campaign 
April 22, 2011
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Appendix C:
Examples of the Blue Scholars' Social Networking Websites
Blue Scholars Website
Blue Scholars Facebook Page
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Appendix C (Continued):
Blue Scholars Twitter Account
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Appendix D:
Examples of Chris Schalrb's Web-based platforms
Chris Schalrb's Website
Chris Shlarb's Soundcloud Account
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Appendix D (Continued):
Chris Schlarb's
Bandcamp Profile
Chris Schlarb's
Kickstarter 
Campaign: 
Psychic Temple
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Appendix E:
Examples of Rhymesayers Entertainment's web-based platforms
Rhymesayers Entertainment Website
Rhymesayers 
Entertainment's 
Facebook Page
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Appendix E (Continued):
Rhymesayers Entertainment's Twitter Account
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Appendix F:
Examples of Hearth Music's web-based social networking platforms
Hearth Music's Website and Blog
Hearth Music's Facebook Page
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Appendix F (Continued):
Hearth Music's Twitter Account
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